Online Buyer Policies
We currently do not use AuctionAccess, so dealers wishing to bid online must
register at Perryopolis Auto Auction first. A dealer registration packet can be found
on the Dealer Relations tab on our website.
Once registered, we will be able to establish a “handshake” and you'll then be able
to bid. Please register before our sale on Fridays so we can make sure you get
registered on time and not miss any vehicles.

*Bid early online, the auctioneer may miss your bid if you wait to try to
“sneak” in bids late. If you bid early, the auctioneer will wait to check for online
bids before the hammer drops.
*There may be some times be a slight delay from auctioneer hammer drop to
when the clerk sells the vehicle on Simulcast. There is a possibility of being able to
make a bid in this time period. Please be aware that once the auctioneer declares
the vehicle sold, no online bids will be valid and that bid will be canceled.
*All online transactions will have a $50.00 internet fee as well as a buyer's
fee.
*If the winning bidder purchases a Green light vehicle with a sale price of
over $2,500 and less than $50,000 and under 150,000 miles, there will be a
mandatory Post-Sale Inspection (PSI) done to the vehicle. Since you aren't here to
“kick the tires,” we'll do it for you. This will guarantee that the vehicle you
purchased was sold accurately and has no major mechanical or structural defects. If
the vehicle passes inspection, we'll guarantee all items checked will not fail with 7
days and less than 200 miles or Perryopolis Auto Auction will repair or replace
(see Post-Sale Inspection Guide). If a PSI is refused, then the transaction will
automatically become AS-IS. The PSI fee is $90.00 and will automatically be
added to your bill of sale

